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Hood Deflector
$208.60

Your hood can take a beating and still 
look great. Made from thick high-grade 
tinted acrylic, the deflector offers high 
impact resistance and reduces the 
potential for road debris and insect 
damage. The stylish wraparound design 
complements the vehicle's appearance 
while providing extra side protection.Illuminated Door Sill Protectors

$406.00

Make an entrance. When the front door 
opens, the LED Corolla logo illuminates a 
warm amber. This stylish accent will help 
prevent door sill scuffs and scrapes. 
These glowing protectors are finished 
with polished accents and facilitate entry 
into your Corolla in after the sun goes 
down.

Paint Protection Film
$528.40

Guard your vehicle from weathering, UV 
radiation and road debris that can chip 
and scratch the finish with Genuine 
Toyota Paint Protection Film. This 
durable and nearly invisible thermoplastic 
urethane is designed to protect the hood 
and front fenders to maintain a like-new 
appearance to your Toyota. Backed by a 
7 year limited warranty. At participating 
dealers only.

Steel Wheel Cover 16"
$108.60

This wheel cover is a great fit for your 
Corolla during winter driving. Priced 
competitively, these wheel covers offer a 
factory fit and finish, while giving the 
Corolla a stylish look and appeal.

Roof Rack
$363.00

Carry more on your roof. Ideal for 
carrying skis and bikes, this custom-fit 
rack has a quality, integrated look and 
offers cargo-carrying capability without 
sacrificing interior space. Equipped with 
front and rear sliding crossboards with 
adjustable tie-down eyes, the racks are 
compatible with most lockable Bike/Ski 
Rack Attachment. A wide range of 
shapes and sizes can be securely 
fastened with minimal chance of shifting.

Body Side Moulding
$278.00

Color-matched body side mouldings help 
protect door panels from scratches, dents 
and chipping. Designed specifically to 
help preserve and enhance the vehicle’s 
appearance.  Unlike many aftermarket 
mouldings, genuine Toyota body side 
mouldings have undergone rigorous 
testing to ensure their resistance to 
temperature, weather, impact, stone 
chips, high pressure washing, wind noise 
and peeling.  Body side mouldings also 
help maintain your vehicle’s resale value.
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For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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START+ Long Range Remote Engine 
Starter (without Smart Key system)
$843.15

Toyota START+ long range remote 
engine starter enables you to start your 
Toyota from 800 meters or 2,600 feet 
away (unobstructed). Toyota START+ 
activates your pre-set heating and air 
conditioning system, as well as your front 
and rear defoggers. 

Non-Genuine remote engine starters and 
any damages or failures resulting from 
installation and use, are not covered by 
any Toyota warranty. Only the Genuine 
Toyota START+, is covered by Toyota 
warranty. All Non-Genuine remote engine 
starter installation is hostile and requires 
cutting, splicing and soldering of wires 
and/or require an additional immobilizer 
bypass device.

All features may not be applicable to all 
vehicle models.

Rear Bumper Protector
$116.80

Help keep the top surface of your rear 
bumper free of scrapes and scratches, 
while preserving the like-new appearance 
of your Corolla. The Raised tread pattern 
enhances the stylish looks of your Corolla 
while a skid-resistant surface provides 
assistance when loading and unloading 
cargo.

Block Heater
$183.60

Custom-designed system with 400 watts 
of heating power not only warms a 
vehicle up quicker but also reduces 
engine strain and wear. As well, heater 
saves fuel and battery power during 
startups. The strain relief electrical cord 
(available on selected models) helps 
reduce cord damage.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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TRD Lowering Springs
$967.80

Let the TRD Lowering Springs absorb 
road shocks and bumps and improve 
your Corolla’s handling and on-road 
performance. Installing a set of TRD 
Lowering Springs lowers your Corolla’s 
centre of gravity, and enhances steering 
response and cornering ability. TRD 
Lowering Springs were tested and 
engineered according to Toyota high 
quality standards to assure that the best 
performance will be delivered.

TRD Exhaust System
$778.00

Upgrade your Corolla’s performance as 
well as its appearance. The TRD 
performance exhaust system delivers 
increased horsepower, and produces a 
deeper, more resonant and throaty 
engine sound. TRD Exhaust System, 
constructed of high quality stainless steel, 
not only helps to reduce back pressure 
for improved horsepower and delivers 
measurable boost in performance, but 
also is emissions compliant and meets all 
noise limit standards.

Cargo Net
$101.80

Handy way to keep things from sliding 
around. The Toyota Cargo Net has a 
rugged hammock-style netting with 
elastic closure. The flexible, nylon 
braided net secured by tie-down rings in 
the cargo area prevents items from flying 
around while on the road. The stretchable 
net secures and protects all of your 
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be 
removed and stored in a compact way 
when not in use.

Tub Style All Season Floor Mats
$165.60

Toyota Tub Style All-Season Floor Mats 
are an advanced concept in superior 
protection for the vehicle's interior. 

• These floor mats fully cover the floor 
and surrounding edges on all sides. 
• Sculpted channels are designed to trap 
water, mud, moisture, and debris, and 
help keep carpet clean and dry 
• The high-tech composite materials 
ensure these mats will not crack or 
harden in freezing weather  
• Anti-skid ridges make the mats perfectly 
fit in your vehicle, and prevent them from 
shifting

Door Sill Protectors
$192.80

The custom-fit door sill enhancements 
provide a practical and custom look to 
your Corolla. Featuring a brushed-
aluminum overlay with chrome accents 
and a vehicle logo, these door sill 
enhancements are as protective as they 
are stylish.

Cargo Liner
$150.60

Protection for a long-lasting cargo area. 
This durable, long-lasting custom 
designed vinyl liner features a raised lip 
to contain spills for simple cleanup. 
Textured finish minimizes load shifting 
and the cargo area carpeting gets extra 
protection for wear and tear. The easy-to-
install liner is equally simple to remove 
for cleaning. It's the ideal place for storing 
wet and dirty cargo. Consider it the 
ultimate way to protect the vehicle interior 
from scratches and spills.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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